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Abstract
Using full-atom molecular simulation, we report the rst systematic investigation of common phthalate plasticizers for PVC. A multi-step model generation and equilibration protocol are proposed for amorphous polymer-plasticizer
mixtures, from which statistically robust prediction of materials properties is
achieved. Plasticizer performance is evaluated with our molecular models, which
considers both their plasticization ecacy and thermodynamic compatibility with
∗
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the host polymer. Eects of the alkyl side chain conguration in these phthalates
are systematically discussed. The results agree well with all known experimental observations.

In addition to the size of the alkyl chains, their branching

conguration is another factor aecting the phthalate compatibility with PVC.
Relaxation of the alkyl side chains is found to be the limiting step in the diusion of phthalates in PVC, making it a key design parameter for better migration
resistance.

With the addition of plasticizers, the dynamics of PVC backbones

remain the same in the short-time relaxation process, but an earlier onset of the
cooperative motion between molecules allows it to enter the long-time diusive
regime earlier. The main outcomes of this study include (1) a molecular modeling protocol validated with commonly used phthalates, which can be used to
predict the performance of alternative plasticizers, and (2) molecular insight that
can better inform the molecular design of new plasticizers. As a side outcome,
we also report a non-trivial chain-length dependence of the cohesive energy and
solubility parameter of long-chain polymers, which is an important consideration
in the calculation of these quantities using molecular simulation.

2

1

Introduction
Thanks to their endless possibilities of molecular design and formulation development,

polymer-based engineered plastics are well-poised to address the increasing demand for highperformance and functional materials.

Additives are essential ingredients of most plastic

1

formulations and plasticizers account for one-third of the additive market . Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) is one of the most commonly used thermoplastics and consumes over 80% of

2

all plasticizers on the market . Plasticizers are introduced to adjust the thermo-mechanical
properties of materials, such as reducing their glass transition temperature (Tg ) and Young's
modulus, for improved exibility and reduced brittleness, as well as to modify their rheological response for better processibility. Adding dierent amounts of plasticizers, PVC can
be manufactured in several grades and applied in dierent areas, such as building materials,
furniture, toys, medical devices, electrical insulation, packaging materials, and food wrappers.
The most widely used type of plasticizers are phthalates (see examples in table 1), which
account for 92% of the plasticizer market, and di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) takes up

3

more than 50% of the phthalate production . Popularity of these plasticizers in the industry
results from their superb plasticization ecacy, compatibility with PVC, good water resistance, and low cost. However, phthalates are prone to migration loss. Escape of plasticizers
from the host polymer contaminates the surrounding environment and causes gradual deterioration of plastics performance over time. Although initially considered benign, phthalates
are increasingly associated with potential toxicity and carcinogenic risks in recent years

47

,

prompting tightening governmental regulation on their usage, especially in applications such
as medical devices, food packaging, and children's toys

5,79

. There is thus an imminent pres-

sure on the plastic industry to nd or develop alternative plasticizers. Various compounds are
being investigated, including citrates

10

8

, TOTM (tris (2-Ethylhexyl) trimellitate) , Hexam-

oll DINCH (1,2-cyclohexane dicarboxylic acid diisononyl ester)
adipate)

12

8

11
8

, DEHA (di-(2- ethylhexyl)

, bis(2-ethylhexyl) azelate , epoxidized vegetable oils , and ionic liqids

3

13

.

Table 1: Chemical structures of phthalate molecules modeled in this study.
Acronym

DEHP

Full name

Bis(2-

Number of carbon atoms

Detailed chemical

in each alkyl chain

structure

8

ethylhexyl)
phthalate

DIBP

Diisobutyl

4

Phthalate

DIOP

Diisooctyl

8

phthalate

DINP

Diisononyl

9

phthalate

DIDP

Diisodecyl

10

phthalate

DITP

Diisotridecyl

13

phthalate

4

The vast choice of candidates makes the experimental development an expensive and
daunting task. Meanwhile, targeted molecular selection or design is as yet not possible owing to the lack of fundamental knowledge of the plasticization mechanism. Classical theories
for plasticization, such as the lubricity theory, gel theory, and free volume theory, are most
commonly cited

14,15

. However, these theories are all phenomenological in nature. They oer

convenient arguments for rationalizing certain experimental observations but lack the molecular basis necessary for bottom-up prediction  from the chemicals structure to performance,
which is required for guiding molecular design eorts.

Despite the long history of the in-

dustrial application of plasticizers, systematic investigation of the eects of their molecular
structure on plasticization ecacy did not emerge until very recently. Most notably, Erythropel et al.

16

tested the mechanical properties of PVC lms blended with succinates and

maleates with varying alkyl chain lengths as plasticizers and also compared these compounds
with DEHP. It was concluded that for diester plasticizers, the performance peaks with alkyl
chains of approximately 46 carbons and the central group (i.e., the structure between the
esters) has much smaller impact. The molecular mechanism is, however, not easily attainable
in experiments.
Molecular modeling and simulation are often resorted to in such situations and its application in polymers has made great strides over the past three decades. The rst major
challenge, perhaps somehow unexpected to experimentalists, is to generate molecular models
representative of realistic amorphous polymer structures.
of Theodorou and Suter

17

Starting from the seminal work

, the classical approach for amorphous cell generation grows or

connects repeating units in a stepwise manner until the polymer chains ll the simulation
cell

1820

.

The chain growth algorithm normally follows the physical ansatz of the three-

dimensional random walk or rotational isomeric state (RIS) model (which more realistically
samples the backbone torsion angle distribution). Geometric or energetic constraints are also
imposed to avoid atom overlaps. Indeed, PVC was among the earliest polymers to be modeled at the molecular level: Ludovice and Suter

5

21

found that despite its structural similarity

with polypropylene (PP) which was the model system tested by Theodorou and Suter

17

, the

generation protocol must be adjusted to account for the polarity introduced by the chlorine
atoms. This example also showed that the required procedure varies for dierent polymers
and highlighted the importance of validating the model generation protocol for each new
system.

With the vast improvement of computer hardware, it is now commonly required

that the generated chain conguration additionally undergo extended steps of simulated relaxation, which normally includes repeated heating-cooling or expansion-compression cycles,
to eliminate local conformational strains and the exact protocol depends on the specic
system being modeled. Monte Carlo (MC) approaches that statistically swap the connectivity between chains can also be used for the fast relaxation of chain conformation

22,23

,

but for full-atom models the acceptance ratio decreases sharply as the molecular structure
becomes more complex or the backbone stiness increases. Recent development of the systematic coarse-graining approach provides an alternative solution: the polymer structure
can be equilibrated at the coarse-grained level where longer time scales are computationally
accessible and the equilibrated structure is then back-mapped to the full-atom level

24,25

.

Building models for polymer-additive mixtures seems to be a direct extension. Previous
eorts mostly focused on mixtures with small gas or liquid penetrates where their permeability in polymer matrix is of great interest in applications such as membrane separation

2631

.

However, plasticizers are very dierent for their complex molecular structure and much larger
size. Unlike small-molecule diluents which can t easily into the voids between polymer segments in an existing amorphous cell, inserting additives of the size and shape of plasticizers
inevitably requires the surrounding polymer segments to retreat to make space. The methodology for generating such structures can follow the same idea as that for pure polymer cells,
but the equilibration protocol must be carefully tested for reliable property prediction. To
date, there have been only a handful reports on the full-atom model generation of amorphous
polymer mixtures with plasticizers or diluent molecules of comparable size and complexity
(e.g., drugs)

3236

. These studies all relied on the commercial software

6

Materials Studio R

and its built-in amorphous cell builder module, whose proprietary algorithm is not known
to the public. More importantly, the applications that they targeted at, such as energetic
materials (e.g., propellants)

32,34,36

chain lengths in the model: i.e.,

and pharmaceutical products

O(10)

33,35

, require shorter polymer

repeating units. To our best knowledge, full-atom

molecular modeling of plasticized PVC or other engineered plastics, especially comprehensive testing of equilibration protocols for longer chains (O(100) repeating units or more) in
the presence of common plasticizers such as phthalates, has not been reported.
Molecular modeling can be a valuable tool for tackling the current plasticizer challenge.
Its role in the plasticizer development can be both direct  i.e., helping with the selection
or screening of candidate molecules to reduce experimental cost  or indirect  i.e., providing molecular insight into plasticizer actions as theoretical guidelines. Both require the
reliable prediction of plasticizer performance. As discussed above, the new criteria for evaluating plasticizers include not only plasticization ecacy but also their migration resistance.
The former is measured by the extent of property improvement at a certain plasticizer
dosage.

Molecular simulation prediction of the thermo-mechanical properties, such as

Tg

and the stress-strain relationship, has been well-established for pure polymers (linear and
crosslinked), polymer blends, and nanocomposites
much less

35

3746

. Studies of plasticized polymers are

and for engineered plastics such as PVC-phthalate mixtures it is still a void

to ll (as mentioned above). Migration rate is much harder to predict directly because the
time scale of molecular diusion for molecules as large as phthalates are beyond what is
accessible in full-atom molecular simulation

28,4749

.

Nevertheless, migration tendency of a

plasticizer can be at least partially estimated based on its thermodynamic anity with the
host polymer. The Hildebrand solubility parameter
by calculating the cohesive energy density (CED)

50

δ,

available from molecular simulation

, is often used to estimate the thermo-

dynamic compatibility between components. It was widely used for estimating plasticizer
compatibility with the host polymer

32,34,36,51

.

However, again, application in engineered

plastics such as PVC-phthalate mixtures has not be reported.

7

This study is the rst systematic investigation of the performance of common industrial
plasticizers in PVC. It builds on decades of progress made in computational polymer science
and is the rst step in our ongoing eort aiming at incorporating molecular simulation into
the toolbox for the design and discovery of high-performance plasticizers. There are two main
objectives. The rst is to test and establish the model generation and equilibration protocol
for plasticized polymers. Although the molecular modeling of amorphous polymer cells has
been developed for decades, its application in polymers blended with diluent molecules as
large as plasticizers is rarely reported. In this study, a multi-step equilibration protocol will
be tested and validated using common phthalate plasticizers for which more data are available
for comparison.

The established protocol will then be used in our future study of newer

alternative plasticizers.

The second objective is to systematically evaluate and compare

common phthalates and study the eects of molecular design parameters, in particular, alkyl
side chain congurations, on their performance.

In the context of the current plasticizer

challenge, the new paradigm for evaluating plasticizer performance must simultaneously
consider its plasticization ecacy, thermodynamic compatibility with the host polymer, and
migration resistance. Understanding the eects of molecular structures on these performance
metrics will oer new guidelines for the molecular design of next-generation plasticizers.
Phthalates listed in table 1 are chosen for this purpose because they share strong chemical
similarity and only dier in their alkyl side chains.

Among them, DIBP, DIOP, DINP,

DIDP, and DITP are nearly identical except their dierent alkyl chain lengths, whereas
DIOP and DEHP both have eight-carbon alkyl chains but they dier in the branching
conguration. Direct comparison between these compounds will oer the rst insight into
the eects of the alkyl side chain on the performance of phthalate plasticizers. (Recall that
according to the experiments of Erythropel et al.

16

, at least for succinates and maleates,

the side chain conguration is the most inuential molecular parameter for plasticization
ecacy.) Through our study, we also realized two important considerations in the calculation
of cohesive energy (and thus solubility parameter) in molecular simulation: the ambiguity

8

of the choice of reference state

52

and the non-trivial chain-length dependence. The second

one is to our best knowledge reported for the rst time. These quantities are widely used
in the literature for evaluating thermodynamic properties of polymers and implications of
these two considerations will be discussed.

2

Simulation details and equilibration protocol

2.1 Molecular and simulation details
Full-atom molecular models are used and the potential energy is calculated with the
polymer consistent force eld (PCFF)

53,54

. PVC molecules are end-capped with H and CH3

and has the chemical formula of H−(CH2 CH(Cl))n −CH3 (n being the degree of polymerization). All PVC chains in this study are atactic. (Recent study of another polymer similar
to PVC, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), showed that tacticity aects solubility parameter but

Tg ,

all other properties studied, including the density and
ity

55

are insensitive to the PVA tactic-

.) Structures for the phthalate molecules are provided in table 1. Molecular dynamics

(MD) simulation is implemented with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator (LAMMPS)

56

, an open-source MD engine.

The cuto distance for pairwise 

van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic  interactions is set at
action is approximated by the tail correction

57,58

5860

. Time integration is performed

with the standard velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of

applied, are realized with Nosé-Hoover chains

61

Long-range vdW inter-

and long-range electrostatic interaction is

computed with the standard Ewald summation method

is performed with conjugate gradient algorithms

15 Å.

58,59

.

1 fs and energy minimization

The thermo- and baro-stats, when

.

2.2 Amorphous cell: preparation and equilibration protocol
Both the PVC chains and plasticizer molecules are constructed in
source software for molecular modeling and graphics

9

62

Xenoview,

an open-

. PVC chains are packed into a cubic

(b) Zoom-in of the initial steps.

(a) Whole process.

Figure 1: Temperature and density proles during the amorphous cell generation process
for the PVC/DITP mixture.

simulation cell also by

Xenoview,

which

generates polymer chains in a periodic box by

sampling backbone torsion angles according to their RIS distribution. This is similar in spirit
to the original Theodorou and Suter

17

method except that the latter further introduced a

correction to the sampling probability based on the non-bonded interactions between the
new repeating units and existing ones (instead of a simple geometric constraint to avoid
atom overlaps in

XenoView 63 ).

It was shown that this probability correction does result in

statically dierent chain congurations

17,21

compared with a pure RIS approach. However,

the comparison was between chain congurations after energy minimization only.
case, the amorphous cell conguration from

In our

XenoView further undergoes an extensive multi-

step equilibration protocol (see below), during which torsion angles will have adequate time
to relax to the new distribution under the inuence of full non-bonded interactions, which,
therefore, will erase any dierence in chain conformation caused by the lack of this specic
treatment in the initial chain growth step. The initial conguration is built (in

XenoView) at

3
a low density (<0.5 g/cm ). This loose initial packing leaves sucient room for plasticizers,
which are inserted into the voids between chain segments by Packmol

64

.

The structure needs to be further equilibrated before production runs. Through our trial
and error, the following multi-step amorphous cell building procedure is found to render
most robust prediction of all properties relevant to this study.

10

(a) After step 2 (Lbox =79.00Å)

(b) After step 4 (Lbox =79.00Å)

(c) After step 5 (Lbox =62.72Å)

(d) After step 6 (Lbox =54.52Å)

(e) After step 7 (Lbox =54.48Å)
Figure 2: Spatial distribution of the two components in the PVC/DITP mixture at
dierent stages of the equilibration process: pink(light)  PVC atoms; green(dark) 
plasticizer atoms. The images have dierent densities and are not plotted to scale.

11

Step 1 Molecular construction, force-eld assignment, RIS chain generation, and plasticizer
packing (with
is within

Xenoview and Packmol).

0.35 g/cm3

to

Density of the initial cell (polymer+plasticizer)

0.45 g/cm3 .

Step 2 Energy minimization to remove atom overlaps and energy singularities.
Step 3 Keep the density constant and the polymer conguration frozen and run extended
(≈

5 ns)

NVT simulation at

600 K

to quickly relax and redistribute the plasticizer

molecules.

Step 4 Shorter (≈

2 ns)

NVT run for the whole system at

600 K

to simultaneously relax

both components.

Step 5 Gradually ramp up the density to
Step 6 Short (2 ns to

3 ns)

NPT run at

0.8 g/cm3

1 atm

and

over a period of

300 K

for the density to converge.

Step 7 Repeated (5-7) heating-cooling cycles  each with an
a

5 ns

run at

300 K,

both NPT at

1 ns with MD at 600 K.

8 ns

run at

600 K

followed by

1 atm.

Time series of the temperature and density variations during this multi-step protocol is
shown in g. 1 for the PVC/DITP mixture as an example and instantaneous images showing
the spatial distribution of the two components are provided in g. 2. It is clear that although
the initial conguration (after Step 2) appears well-mixed, the nal equilibrated structure
is much more homogeneous.
The density of the nal equilibrated cell, for this particular mixture, is

1.22 g/cm3 .

For

every mixture composition reported in this study, three random congurations are generated
at Step 1, purposefully at three dierent initial densities 

0.45 g/cm3 ,

0.35 g/cm3 , 0.40 g/cm3

and

to test any potential memory eect of the initial conguration. As shown later

in table 4, in all cases, structures generated at dierent initial densities converge to nearly
the same nal density after the equilibration steps.

Predicted values of other quantities

of interest, such as the solubility parameter, heat of mixing, and

Tg

are all found to be

independent of the initial conguration, which will be shown in the next section.

In this

paper, uncertainties in the results are all reported using the standard error of measurements

12

from these three independent congurations.
The repeated heating-cooling cycles at the end of the protocol are a common approach
in the equilibration of polymer amorphous cells. Meanwhile, through our testing, Step 3
turns out to be uniquely important for modeling amorphous polymer mixtures with plasticizers and, by extension, any diluent molecule of comparable size. Initial conformations of
the plasticizer molecules constructed from

Xenoview

do not necessarily reect the correct

statistical distribution of plasticizers in the polymer matrix and their initial spatial distribution in the polymer matrix, as determined by

Pacmol,

is also not natural. It is important

to relax the plasticizer structures and allow them to suciently sample the polymer matrix,
before the density is ramped up and their conformations become locked in. In Step 3, the
polymer conguration is kept frozen (thus the temperature of PVC is

0K

in g. 1) because

otherwise the chain segments can be pulled towards certain plasticizers, which causes the
closing of certain voids in the matrix and prohibits the movement and relaxation of those
plasticizers molecules.In certain cases, the whole polymer matrix collapses around some of
the plasticizer molecules, which leaves many others out of the mixture and causes eective
phase separation in the cell. With the polymer scaold frozen at a relatively low density,
plasticizers are able to ip their conformations and diuse across the cell rather quickly at
the high temperature (600 K) imposed thereon. Indeed, over the

5 ns

period used, the mean

square displacement (MSD) of even the largest plasticizer molecule tested, i.e., DITP, has
exceeded

2

5000 Å

 approximately the domain dimension squared. Each plasticizer molecule

is thus given the opportunity to sample most, if not all, of the cell.
This step is particularly important for the reliable prediction of

Tg .

In this study,

Tg

of an

amorphous cell is determined by a controlled cooling simulation starting from a temperature
(500∼600 K) that is much higher than its

Tg

(see g. 3; note: data points at higher

T

are not

shown in the gure). NPT simulation needs to be run at the highest temperature for at least

5 ns to fully equilibrate the structure at the high-temperature end.
follows: in each step, NPT is run for

A stepwise cooling process

1 ns and specic volume is averaged over the last 0.5 ns,

13

Figure 3: Determining

Tg

from the temperature dependence of the specic volume for the
PVC/DITP mixture.

330

old method
new method

Tg (K)

320
310
300
290

1

Figure 4: Comparison of the

2

3

4

5

6

Heating-Cooling cycles
Tg

7

values of the PVC/DITP mixture calculated from the

simulation cells equilibrated with the old method (i.e., without Step 3 and Step 5) and
with the current (new) method, after dierent numbers of heating-cooling cycles.

14

after which the temperature is dropped by
cooling rate of

20 K/ns.

20 K

to start the next step. This is an eective

The temperature dependence of specic volume shows a sharp

turn of slope around the glass transition. Both slopes (before and after the transition) are
determined using linear regression of at least

5 to 6 points in each case (circled in g. 3) and Tg

is the determined by the intersection of these regression lines. Figure 4 shows the comparison
of our current equilibration protocol with an older method we tested which did not include

Step 3 and Step 5. It is clear that without properly relaxing the plasticizer conformations
before the heating/cooling cycles, the

Tg

prediction uctuates strongly between cycles and

the error bar (standard error of cells from dierent initial congurations at Step 1) remains
large after the cycles. Using our current protocol, the prediction converges after cycle 6 and
the error bar is reduced to

≤ 2 K.

The initial relaxation of plasticizers is also found to be

important for the prediction of the heat of mixing (not shown here).

3

Results and discussion
Properties of PVC plasticized with dierent phthalates as well as those of pure PVC are

evaluated and compared in this section. Unless otherwise noted, properties are all reported
at

300 K.

We start with an extensive validation of our equilibrated amorphous cells by

comparison with existing experimental and simulation data in the literature. The choice of
the model make-up  the number of molecules and polymer chain length  is also discussed
in detail. This is followed by the performance evaluation of dierent phthalates, including
both their compatibility with PVC and plasticization ecacy, and discussion of the alkyl
side chain eects.

We will conclude with the molecular mobility of dierent components,

which is important for understanding the molecular mechanism of plasticization as well as
predicting the migration rate of these additives.

15

Table 2: Predicted solubility parameter (δ ), glass transition temperature (Tg ) and density
(ρ) of pure PVC cells with dierent combinations of the chain length (NDP ) and number of
chains in the cell (Nchains ), compared with reference values.

a

Our Results

Reference

a Density

41

ρ (g/cm3 )

Nchains

δ (J/cm3 ) 2

100

15

17.3 ± 0.026

354 ± 3.53

1.35 ± 0.021

300

5

17.1 ± 0.172

359 ± 2.67

1.35 ± 0.011

500

3

16.6 ± 0.108

361 ± 1.58

1.35 ± 0.012

1500

1

14.6 ± 0.016

354 ± 3.16

1.35 ± 0.014

-

-

100

2

Expt.
MD

1

NDP

19.35

Tg

65

355.5

17.61 ± 0.45

and solubility parameters are reported for

25 ◦C

(K)

66

1.35 ∼ 1.45 67

350

1.39

for experiments and

300 K

for MD.

3.1 Model construction and validation
3.1.1

Properties of pure PVC cells

To validate our molecular model and equilibration protocol, we start with the pure PVC
case where data are most available in the literature.

Previous studies on the molecular

simulation of PVC all focused on relatively short chains (.

150

repeating units)

Note that the entanglement molecular weight for PVC, according to experiments

Me ≈ 5400 g/mol,

which corresponds to

Ne ≈ 87

200

66,70

.

, is

repeating units. Simulation of PVC chains

much longer than this threshold has not been reported.
a longer chain with

41,68,69

(Ludovice and Suter

21

studied

repeating units but only its conformation from the chain growth

algorithm for amorphous cell generation, followed by energy minimization without MD.) As
stated earlier, we are interested in the properties at the long-chain limit, which is closer to
real PVC plastics. Meanwhile, the computational cost and diculty of generating RIS chains
increase rapidly with the chain length. In table 2 four dierent amorphous cell compositions
are tested, all with the same total number of repeating units (1500) but dierent degrees of
polymerization:

100, 300, 500 and 1500.

In all cases, the level of uncertainty in our prediction

is at about 1% or less of the mean value, indicating that our equilibration protocol has fully

16

fitting with WLF (5pt)
fitting with WLF (4pt)
MD results

Tg (K)

Tg (K)

370
365
360
355
350 8
10

109

Cooling rate (*20Ks

1)

1010

NDP = 300);

y=-11.72x-0.26, R 2=0.999
y=-11.95x-0.32, R 2=0.999
MD results

1.0

Figure 5: Left: eects of cooling rate on the
with

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Tg

0.8

0.6

0.4

Tg/log10(aT) (K)

0.2

0.0

of pure PVC from MD simulation (5 chains

right: same data plotted in the coordinates of the linearized form of the

WLF equation (eq. (4)). Blue (dashed) and red (solid) lines are the linear regression results
based on eq. (4) using all ve points and four points (excluding the highest-cooling-rate
case), respectively.

relaxed the structure and eliminated any initial conguration dependence.

The predicted

density is nearly invariant with increasing chain length and in excellent agreement with
experimental reports.
Our

Tg

results from MD are also very close to the experimental value, which would be

desirable for most other properties but for
inspection. This is because

Tg

Tg

it is at least unexpected and requires closer

is a dynamic property that depends not only on the material

itself, but also on the cooling rate of its measurement. Cooling rates in MD (e.g.,

20 K/ns

used in this study) are usually more than 10 orders of magnitude higher than that of experiments (hereinafter, we will use

20 K/min

as a representative experimental cooling rate for

estimation purpose). It is thus common to see

O(100)K 71,72 .

41

Studio R and
calculation.

in MD exceeding the experimental value by

In comparison, our result certainly appears to be an outlier. We rst note that

at the same chain length
and Jiang

Tg

NDP = 100, our Tg

result is in excellent agreement with that of Luo

(the dierence is no larger than statistical uncertainty), which used
the COMPASS force eld

57

In addition, Luo and Jiang

Materials

. We may thus rule out procedural errors in our

41

used a much smaller simulation box with only

2 chains  i.e., a total of 200 repeating units versus our 1500  system size dependence is

17

also unlikely the reason. Note further that because of our extensive equilibration steps, we
are able to obtain two well-dened linear regimes in every specic volume vs. temperature
curve (e.g.,g. 3) with a clear-cut transition. Therefore, ambiguity in

Tg

determination by

linear regression (a common problem in this approach) is also avoided. Lastly, although the
experimental samples typically have higher molecular weight, the chain-length dependence
of

Tg

is already weak for the range used in this study. In table 2,

NDP = 100

to

300,

but between

NDP = 300

a small unexpected dip in the longest

and

500,

NDP = 1500

Tg

increases slightly from

it has nearly converged.

(There is

case, for which we have no ready ex-

planation. Note, however, that this case diers from the rest as the only single-chain cell:
the chain interacts only with its own periodic images which are constrained to the same
conformation and always move in sync with the original image.) If we t the
and

500

points to the Flory-Fox equation

NDP = 100, 300

73

Tg = Tg∞ −

K
NDP

(1)

(K is a species-specic constant), the predicted value at innite chain length

Tg∞ = 362.73K ,

which is still close to the experimental value.
The only reasonable explanation left is that for PVC, or at least its molecular model based
on PCFF (and also COMPASS as shown in the case of Luo and Jiang
dependence of

Tg is unusually (compared with other polymers) weak.

hypothesis. The apparent

Tg

41

), the cooling-rate

This is not a far-fetched

at a given cooling rate is determined by the relaxation time of

the material: glass transition is observed when the material falls out of equilibrium within
the time scale of the measurement.

Temperature dependence of the relaxation time as a

material approaches glass transition is described by its fragility

74

. For fragile glass formers,

whose temperature dependence deviates signicantly from the Arrhenius behavior,

Tg

may

not vary much over a certain range of temperature. Indeed, PVC happens to be the most
fragile polymer that has been experimentally tested

18

74,75

.

For a pure PVC cell containing 5 chains with
cooling rates varying over more than one decade 

20 K/s using the coordinate of g. 5).

NDP = 300

each, we have tested the

Tg

for

10 K/ns to 200 K/ns (i.e., (5 × 108 1 × 1010 )×

Temperature-dependence of the relaxation time is often

modeled with the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation

∆Tg ≡ Tg − Tg,ref = −

71,72

C2 log10 aT
C1 + log10 aT

(2)

where

aT ≡

τ
q̇ref
=
τref
q̇

is the time-temperature superposition shift factor,
ing rate,

C1

and

C2

τ

(3)

is the relaxation time,

q̇

is the cool-

are species-specic constants, and ref  denotes values at a reference

temperature. Equation (2) is rearranged to a linear form

∆Tg = −C1

∆Tg
− C2
log10 aT

(4)

with which linear regression is performed using the MD data in g. 5. The reference point
is dened as the experimental limit of

Tg,ref = 355.5 K

and

using all ve cooling rates tested renders a close t (R

C2 = 0.32 K.

Note that in eq. (2),

log10 aT = −C1 ,

whereas

C2

C1

2

q̇ref = 20 K/min.

= 0.999)

with

Regression

C1 = 11.95

determines the singularity point 

∆Tg

and

diverges at

determines the rate of divergence. Compared with the so-called

universal WLF constants of

C1 = 17.44

and

C2 = 51.6 K

rst estimate for common linear amorphous polymers

73

often used in experiments as a

, our

C2 = 0.32 K

for PVC is two

orders of magnitude lower, which is consistent with the hypothesis that for PVC the cooling
rate dependence is much lower because of its high fragility. Note that our data at the highest
cooling rate

200 K/ns

is statistically less reliable and clearly does not follow the same trend

line as the rest, because the short duration at each temperature level is not sucient for

19

averaging. We have repeated the regression excluding this point and the resulting four-point
tting is equally good in the

∆Tg

vs.

∆Tg / log10 aT

∆Tg

coordinates. In the original

vs.

q̇

coordinates, the two regression lines agree well except at the high-cooling-rate limit. (This
discrepancy does not show up in the

∆Tg

vs.

∆Tg / log10 aT

∆Tg

plot because errors in

both coordinates). Outcomes from both regression scenarios show that the simulated
dierent cooling rates extrapolates well to the experimental

Tg

aect

Tg

at

with a very weak cooling-rate

dependence.
Unlike density and

Tg , the solubility parameter δ

length with no sign of convergence. More strangely,

shows a strong dependence on the chain

δ of the shortest chain length in the table

(i.e., 100 repeating units) is closest to both the experiment and previous MD report. Some
discrepancy with experiments is expected, such as that between the values of the
cell (δ

= 17.1 (J/cm2 )1/2 )

and experiment (δ

= 19.35 (J/cm2 )1/2 ).

NDP = 300

Previous MD predictions

of polymer solubility parameters all underestimated the experimental value with similar
discrepancies

17,76

, including both previous studies of PVC

21,41

.

Although MD prediction

accuracy is intrinsically limited by the quality of the force-eld and the representativeness
of the amorphous model, much of this discrepancy comes from the experimental side. Exact
measurement of the solubility parameter requires the heat of vaporization, since its denition
relies on obtaining the energy of an isolated molecule (see eq. (5) below)  i.e., in a vapor
phase.

Clearly, for polymers, vaporization is not possible and thus

δ

is only measured

indirectly. A typical procedure would test the polymer solubility in a spectrum of reference
solvents with gradually increasing

δ

is reported as the midpoint of the
does the measured

δ

of themselves. The solubility parameter of the polymer

δ

range of solvents in which it is soluble

65

.

Not only

come with large uncertainty, there is also a systematic error owing to

the dierent conformation of polymers in solvents. This error was discussed in detail and a
correction was proposed in the recent study by Wu et al.
to be incomprehensible in our

δ

76

. Nevertheless, what does appear

is its increasing deviation, from both the experiment and

another MD study, with polymer chain length, which certainly warrants further investigation.

20

After all, because polymer chains in molecular simulation are generally shorter than those
in experiments, one would expect the MD prediction of most quantities to converge closer
to the experiments at the long-chain limit.

3.1.2

Chain-length dependence of the polymer solubility parameter

The Hildebrand solubility parameter

δ2 ≡

δ

is dened as the square root of the CED

Ecoh
= ρEcoh ≡ CED
V

and CED is the cohesive energy per unit volume.

Here

(5)

V = 1/ρ

is the specic volume

(unless otherwise noted, in this paper extensive properties represented by capital letters are
all reported on a per unit mass basis; to represent un-normalized or total property for a
given amount of materials, superscript t is used: e.g,

Ecoh ≡ Esep − Ebulk =

V t)

and the specic cohesive energy

t
i
hEind
− Ebulk
mind

(6)

it the energy it takes to overcome the intermolecular interactions in the condensed phase
and pull these molecules apart to innite separation. The specic potential energy in the
condensed phase

Ebulk

is taken directly from the equilibrated cell and the specic potential

energy of molecules at innite separation
molecules when placed in a vacuum

Esep

t
hEind
i

is the average potential energy of individual

divided by the mass of the molecule

mind .

For

each system, ve molecules are randomly picked and each is moved to a vacuum cell (large
empty domain where it does not interact with any other molecules, including its own periodic
images) while being frozen in its condensed phase conformation (reason discussed below).
Potential energy of the isolated single molecule cell is taken as

t
Eind
and the average over these

ve randomly-chosen conformations is found to render sucient statistics for the average.
In table 2, both the chain length and number of chains are changing. To separate the
eects of these two parameters, the solubility parameter of PVC is calculated for a wide
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Figure 6: Chain length dependence of the pure PVC solubility parameter using single-chain
and ve-chain simulation cells, compared with the reference case of Luo and Jiang

41

.
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Epot (J/g)
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350
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Esep(1-chain)
Ebulk(1-chain)
Esep(5-chains)
Ebulk(5-chains)

450
500 1
10

102

NDP

103

Figure 7: Breakdown of the components of the cohesive energy and their chain length
dependence in single-chain and ve-chain cells.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: Schematics of the chain-length dependence of the potential energy of an isolated
chain.

range of chain length in a single-chain cell (one chain in each periodic box, which still
interacts with its own periodic images) and a ve-chain cell. The result is plotted in g. 6
in comparison with

δ

calculated by Luo and Jiang

41

. Luo and Jiang

41

observed some chain

length dependence at the short-chain limit, which is expected owing to the chain end eect,
but for the degree of polymerization beyond
plateau in the range between

30

and

which has not been explored before,

100,
δ

30

to

40, δ

converges.

We observe the same

but as the degree of polymerization exceeds

100,

quickly declines. Results from the single-chain and

ve-chain cells are well in agreement with each other for all cases tested (ve-chain cell
for the degree of polymerization
out any system size eect.

NDP ≥ 1000

is computationally prohibitive), which rules

Recall that the calculation of

(eq. (5)), which is the dierence between

Esep

and

Ebulk .

δ

requires the cohesive energy

These two energy components are

plotted separately in g. 7. The specic potential energy is nearly the same for longer chains
(NDP

≥ 100) between the amorphous cells tested  with dierent chain lengths and dierent

system sizes. Therefore, the chain-length dependence solely comes from the

Esep

component.

This analysis suggests that the observed chain-length dependence of the solubility parameter or cohesive energy is not an artifact of the limited system size or chain length. Instead,
it roots in the denitions of these quantities. Consider

23

−Ecoh = Ebulk − Esep

as the system

potential energy using the innitely-separated chains as the reference state. Here, the calculated system property (Ebulk ) has well converged, but the reference state energy

Esep

changes

with chain length. When a chain is isolated in a vacuum, its potential energy comes from
the bonded and non-bonded interactions. The former does not change with chain length,
but for the latter, the dependence is nontrivial. Our proposed explanation is illustrated in
g. 8. For each unit in the chain, the non-bonded interaction only reaches a sphere of the
cuto diameter. For most units, the number of neighboring units along the chain sequence
it can reach within the sphere is xed, expect for units near the chain ends where there are
fewer peers accessible. This chain end eect is more pronounced in short chains (panel (a)),
which explains the chain-length dependence at the small

NDP

limit (g. 6 and

41

). As the

chain length increases, the chain end eect diminishes with the two ends taking a smaller
proportion of the chain, which explains the convergence of

Ecoh

and

δ

at intermediate

NDP .

Further increasing the chain length can trigger another eect: other units suciently far
away down the chain sequence can fold back (when the contour distance between the units



the persistence length of the polymer) and reenter the interaction sphere of the reference

unit (panel (b)). On average, this type of close contacts between units from dierent parts
of the same chain increases with increasing chain length (panel (c)), which brings down the
calculated energy

Esep

and thus

Ecoh

and

δ.

Further validation of the proposed mechanism

and theoretical analysis of this chain length dependence is a focus of our ongoing research.

3.1.3

Discussion: chain-conformation considerations for cohesive energy

Cohesive energy and solubility parameter are widely calculated in molecular simulation,
including simulation of polymers. In the case of long-chain polymers, our experience in this
study reveals that the chain conformation used for calculating

Esep

has nontrivial eects on

the cohesive energy, which should not be overlooked. These eects, again, are not simulation
artifacts but an intrinsic part in the denition of cohesive energy.

There are two specic

considerations. The rst is in the model construction of the reference state  isolated chain

24

in a vacuum  which gives

Esep .

In this study, the individual polymer chain keeps its confor-

mation in the condensed phase (amorphous cell) when it is moved to a vacuum domain where
all intermolecular interactions, including those with its own periodic images, are stripped
away. The same approach was taken by Theodorou and Suter

17

and Ludovice and Suter

which took cohesive energy at face value as the increase of internal energy
substance if all intermolecular forces are eliminated

73

U

21

,

per mole of

. Alternatively, one may as well build

one single chain surrounded by a vacuum and relax its conformation with MD in the absence
of intermolecular interactions. Under such a condition, the chain will collapse into a tight coil
owing to the interactions between its repeating units  the vacuum surrounding is eectively
a poor solvent, resulting in much lower values of cohesive energy and solubility parameter
for the same

Ebulk .

Choi and his coworker rst recognized this ambiguity and thoroughly

studied this issue over 15 years ago

52,77

. Most other studies in the literature, however, did

not specify how the reference state of isolated chain in a vacuum was constructed. We choose
to use the rst approach because it is conceptually more straightforward: it denes

Ecoh

has

the intermolecular interactions without the complexity of conformation change. It should be
emphasized that the choice does not impact any of our conclusions.
The second consideration is the nontrivial dependence on the chain length at the longchain limit, which again aects the reference state energy

Esep .

This eect, as discussed

above, is likely a result of chain exibility and its reection in the conformation statistics.
To the best of our knowledge, this dependence has not been discussed in the literature (where
shorter chains were predominantly used). Table 2 has shown that for the purpose of property
prediction (of course, with the exception of

NDP

beyond

300.

δ ),

there is not much advantage of increasing

Therefore, in all results presented below, each cell (pure PVC or mixture)

contains ve chains, each of which has

NDP = 300.

Again, this choice does not aect any

of our conclusions. Indeed, as shown later, our prediction of thermodynamic compatibility
is not based on the cohesive energy or solubility parameter, but on the heat of mixing, in
which the arbitrariness of the reference state is no longer a factor. Nevertheless, we still nd
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Table 3: Comparison of the density and solubility parameter of pure plasticizers from our
MD simulation with experimental values in references
Pure

3
Density (g/cm )

3 1/2
Solubility Parameter ((J/cm )
)

◦
MD (26.85 C)

Expt.
◦
78
(20 C)

◦
MD (26.85 C)

◦
a
Ref.(25 C)

DIBP

1.03 ± 1.00 × 10−3

1.038

20.0 ± 4.00 × 10−2

18.76

DIOP

0.950±3.00×10−3

0.983

19.1 ± 4.00 × 10−2

18.10

DINP

0.937±1.00×10−3

0.975

18.9 ± 5.00 × 10−2

18.04

DIDP

0.926±1.00×10−3

0.967

18.4 ± 7.00 × 10−2

17.92

DITP

0.898±1.00×10−3

0.952

18.0 ± 5.00 × 10−2

17.41

DEHP

0.948±1.00×10−3

0.984

19.2 ± 1.20 × 10−1

18.20

PVC

1.36 ± 1.00 × 10−3

1.35 ∼ 1.45 67

17.1 ± 2.00 × 10−1

a Calculated

by Marcilla and Garcia

79

19.35

using the group contribution method of Small

65

80 .

it necessary to include this discussion for the importance of cohesive energy calculation in
understanding the thermodynamic properties of polymers.

3.1.4

Pure phthalates and PVC-phthalate mixtures

To test the accuracy of our molecular models for pure plasticizers, the density and solubility parameters obtained from our simulation are compared with the experimental references
in table 3. Densities calculated from MD are all slightly lower than the experimental values,
except DIBP, where the values are much closer.

This dierence can at least be partially

attributed to the slightly lower temperature in the experiments.

All computed solubility

parameters are higher than the corresponding reference values (which is calculated by a
group contribution method

80

), but not by much. For the purpose of this study, comparison

between dierent plasticizers is more important than the absolute values themselves. It is
encouraging to note that the simulation results well reect such comparisons.
In typical industrial applications, around

10 wt%

to

40 wt%

plasticizers are used. In this

study, all mixture cells contain ve PVC chains and each has 300 repeating units.

The

number of plasticizers is adjusted to keep a constant 21wt% between dierent mixtures.
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Table 4: Compositions and densities of the PVC/Plasticizer mixture cells.
Number of

Number of

Repeating

Weight

plasticizers

PVC chains

units per

fraction

Final Density
3
(g/cm )

chain
DIBP+PVC

90

5

300

0.211

1.26±1.00×10−3

DEHP+PVC

64

5

300

0.210

1.23±2.00×10−3

DIOP+PVC

64

5

300

0.210

1.24±1.00×10−3

DINP+PVC

60

5

300

0.211

1.23±2.00×10−3

DIDP+PVC

56

5

300

0.210

1.23±1.00×10−3

DITP+PVC

47

5

300

0.210

1.22±1.00×10−3

The compositions of all mixture cells are listed in table 4 along with their densities.

All

plasticized cells have lower density than pure PVC. For most of them, the density is around

1.23 g/cm3 .

The DIBP case is the only outlier with a higher

1.26 g/cm3 .

This can be

explained considering the chemical structures of the phthalates (table 1) and their interaction
with PVC. The CH−Cl groups on PVC are polar and their strong interactions hold chain
segments tightly together. Extended non-polar alkyl side chains on phthalates split these
groups apart, un-bond these interactions, and loosen the packing of PVC. DIBP has much
shorter alkyl side chains than the rest and thus less unpacking eect.

3.2 Thermodynamic compatibility
At rst, thermodynamic compatibility or miscibility between the components was mainly
a consideration for processing: how to adequately blend the constituents into a well-dispersed
mixture. Recent concerns caused by plasticizer migration attached new importance to this
attribute. Plasticizers with higher anity with the host polymer have a lower thermodynamic
tendency towards migration.

The rate of migration is also important.

However, for their

large molecular size and nontrivial interaction with the host polymer, direct prediction of the
diusion rate from atomistic simulation is not possible for industrial plasticizers. Although
penetrant diusion in polymers is inuenced by many factors, for the same polymer matrix,
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Figure 9: Hildebrand solubility parameters of pure plasticizers compared with that of pure
PVC.

the energy barrier for diusion motion is higher for penetrant molecules that interact more
favorably with the host polymer. Therefore, thermodynamic compatibility at least gives a
semi-quantitative indication of how the migration tendency of a given plasticizer compares
with that of others.
The calculated solubility parameters for the pure plasticizers and PVC (previously listed
in table 3) are re-plotted in g. 9 for easier comparison. Plasticizers all have much higher

δ

than PVC and its value decreases monotonically with the alkyl side chain length. Note

that both DEHP and DIOP have eight-carbon alkyl chains and their solubility parameters
are nearly the same. Strong dependence of

δ

on the alkyl chain length is expected as longer

alkyl chains result in a higher proportion of non-polar parts in a molecule, which lowers the
cohesive energy. Empirically, the proximity of solubility parameters is often used to estimate
the miscibility between components: species with similar

δ

are expected to mix well. This

rule is based on the assumption that the cross-species interaction is approximated by the
geometric mean of the self-interactions (in pure species), which is only reasonable for nonpolar species with no specic interactions

81

. Industrial plasticizers typically interact with

their host polymers in a nontrivial manner: for phthalates, their interaction with PVC is a
subject of further discussion below. Therefore, predicting plasticizer compatibility with its

28

host polymer by comparing solubility parameters is no longer appropriate (although misuse
is often seen in the literature and other technical documents).

For example, as we will

show later, DIBP is the most compatible out of all phthalates studied, yet its solubility
parameter diers most from that of PVC, and DEHP is more compatible with PVC than
DIOP despite their similar
previous MD studies

17,41,76

δ

values.

One may recall that our model, same as those of

, signicantly underestimates the

relying on experimentally measured

δ

δ

value for polymers. However,

for miscibility prediction is itself complicated by its

large uncertainty, lack of consistency in measurement techniques (e.g., solvent extraction
for PVC and group contribution for plasticizers in tables 2 and 3), and departure from the
Hildebrand denition in the polymer case (as discussed above).
Miscibility between components are ultimately determined by the Gibbs energy change
of mixing

∆G.

Free energy calculation of long-chain polymer systems, especially for tem-

perature close to or below

Tg ,

is computationally prohibitive owing to the enormous time

scale for sampling the polymer conguration space.

Meanwhile, in practical applications,

one is more often only interested in the qualitative estimation of the compatibility. Since
industrial plasticizers fall within a reasonable range of size and molecular characteristics, if
we assume that polymer conformational changes, when mixed with dierent plasticizers, are
similar, the entropy contribution to

∆G

would be small compared with the enthalpy part.

Under this premise, the latter, i.e., heat of mixing

∆H ≡ Hp+a − wp Hp − wa Ha

will be most indicative of the thermodynamic compatibility. Here,

(7)

Hp+a , Hp

and

Ha

are the

specic enthalpy of the mixture, pure polymer, and pure additive (plasticizer), respectively,
and

wp

and

wa

are the corresponding mass fractions. The relationship between

∆H

and the

concepts of cohesive energy and solubility parameter above becomes clear if we neglect the
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Figure 10: Heat of mixing between PVC and dierent phthalates.

volume change of mixing (∆V

≈ 0)

and substitute (using eqs. (5) and (6))

E = Esep − Ecoh = Esep −

δ2
ρ

(8)

into eq. (7) to get

δp2
δ2
+ wa a − Ecoh, p+a
ρp
ρa

(9)

Ecoh, p+a ≡ wp Esep, p + wa Esep, a − Ep+a

(10)

∆H ≈ ∆E = wp

where

is the specic cohesive energy of the mixture. Note that calculating
not require the vacuum reference state

Esep

∆H

from eq. (7) does

any more: the complexity of cohesive energy

calculation discussed above is circumvented.
The calculated
higher

∆H

∆H

for all plasticizer mixtures with PVC is shown in g. 10.

Since

indicates lower compatibility, thermodynamic compatibility of these plasticizers

with PVC is found to be in the order of : DIBP
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>

DEHP

>

DIOP

≥

DINP

>

DIDP

>

χ

Table 5: Reference values of the Flory-Huggins
phthalates

82

parameter between PVC and selected
.

χ
Expt.

UNIFAC-FV Model

DIBP+PVC

-0.13



DEHP+PVC

-0.10

-0.14

DINP+PVC

-0.03

-0.02

DIDP+PVC

-0.01

0.04

DITP+PVC

0.22

0.59

PVC-DIBP
PVC-DEHP
PVC-DIOP
PVC-DITP

gC(Cl), O( = C)(r)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0
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r (Å)
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14

Figure 11: Radial distribution functions (RDFs) between the C atoms bonded with Cl in
PVC and the carbonyl O atoms in phthalates

gC(Cl),O(−C) (r)

in dierent PVC-phthalate

mixtures.

DITP. The result is compared with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
Van Oosterhout and Gilbert

82

(table 5) in which the experimental

χ

χ

reported by

values were deduced

from the solid-gel transition temperature (clear point) in the PVC+plasticizer mixture and
the model prediction was based on a group contribution method (UNIFAC-FV). Note that
lower

χ

indicates better compatibility  the order of compatibility from these

fully consistent with our prediction from

∆H .

In addition, Erythropel et al.

χ
16

values is
reviewed

multiple experimental references and summarized that for diesters their compatibility with
PVC peaks at

4

to

6

carbons in the alkyl chains, which again is consistent with our nding.
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At the molecular level, it is not hard to understand the higher compatibility of DIBP
(4-carbon alkyl chains) compared with DIOP, DINP, DIDP, and DITP (8 to

13-carbon alkyl

chains). Inserting plasticizer molecules between PVC chain segments can block the polarpolar interactions between the CH(Cl) groups in PVC. This loss is only partially compensated
by the new interactions between CH(Cl) and the carboxyl ester groups in phthalates which
are also polar. Many CH(Cl) groups will however be exposed to the non-polar alkyl chains.
Blocking of the polymer-polymer interaction is a key mechanism for reducing the intersegmental friction and for plasticization at least according to the lubricity theory. Meanwhile,
the polar part (carboxyl esters) is still necessary for ensuring the miscibility with PVC. The
blocking eect obviously becomes more pronounced with increasing alkyl group size, which
leads to lower compatibility.

What is surprising, however, is that DEHP has the same 8

carbons in the alkyl chains as DIOP but its
distribution function

gC(Cl),O(−C) (r)

∆H

is much lower than the latter. The radial

(g. 11) measures the average density of carbonyl O

atoms (in phthalate carboxyl groups) at a given distance

r

from C atoms in CH(Cl) of PVC.

Comparing DIOP and DITP with DIBP, the rst peak (at around

4.33 Å

to

4.62 Å

becomes

much lower because the CH(Cl) group is much more likely to be in contact with the alkyl
part than the carboxyl part of the phthalate. However, for DEHP, even though the total
number of carboxyl ester groups in the domain is the same as DIOP (compared at the same
mass fraction; see table 4), the rst peak is nearly as high as that of DIBP (which has more
carboxyl ester groups in the cell).

Clearly, the dierent alkyl branching conguration in

DEHP, which has a longer (ethyl) branch closer to the carboxyl ester than DIOP (table 1),
allows its closer contact and stronger binding with CH(Cl).

3.3 Plasticization eects
We turn now to the comparison of plasticization eciency of these phthalates. The notion
of plasticization eects is not precisely dened and encompasses changes in a broad range of
properties. In this study, we focus on two primary aspects of plasticization: reductions of
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Figure 12: Comparison of

Tg

Tg

of pure PVC and PVC/plasticizer mixtures.

and Young's modulus. Determination of

Tg

from the temperature dependence of specic

volume was discussed above (see section 2.2 and g. 3) and the results for PVC-plasticizer
mixtures are shown in g. 12. It is clear that at the dosage of 21wt% all phthalates tested
have eectively plasticized the PVC materials with a

Tg

reduction of

≈ 50 K

in each case.

Variations between plasticizers are comparatively small but there is a clear decline of plasticizer eciency (higher

Tg

at the same dosage) with the increasing alkyl chain length. For

DEHP and DIOP, which have the same 8-carbon alkyl chains but dierent branching congurations, the

Tg

of their mixtures with PVC are nearly the same. This order of plasticization

eciency, i.e., DIBP

>

DIOP

>

DINP

>

DITP, agrees with experimental observations

The result is also consistent with Erythropel et al.

16

78

.

's experiments of two other families of

diesters (succinates and maleates) that plasticization eects peak at

4

to

6

carbons in the

alkyl chains. It however apparently contradicts the classical lubricity theory in which the
non-polar parts of the plasticizer molecule  i.e., alkyl chains in phthalates  block the polarpolar interactions between polymer segments and reduce the chain friction. One may note
that these phthalates are compared at the same mass fraction  the molar fraction is lower
for a plasticizer with higher molecular weight. On the other hand, longer alkyl chains result
in a higher percentage of non-polar parts of a plasticizer: e.g., at the same mass fraction,
the number of DIBP molecule is around twice that of DITP (see table 4), but the number
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Figure 13: Comparison of the Young's Moduli of pure PVC and PVC/plasticizer mixtures
at 300K.

of alkyl carbon atoms per molecule of DITP is more than three times that of DIBP  the
total number of alkyl carbon atoms is still higher for DITP. Therefore, at the same level
of molar fraction, although not tested here, it is expected that phthalates with longer alkyl
chains will be more eective in reducing

Tg , which of course will have higher plasticizer mass

fraction. Meanwhile, increasing the mass fraction of non-polar groups (alkyl chains) at the
same overall mass fraction of plasticizers (as in this study) does not improve

Tg

reduction

for, e.g., DIDP or DITP. The increasing availability of non-polar groups for inter-chain lubrication alone is not sucient to account for the plasticization eects. At the same mass
fraction, smaller plasticizers have more numbers of individual molecules, each of which also
has higher mobility. Both can help explain their higher eciency for plasticization.
Tensile elongation is simulated by stretching the amorphous cell in the

z

direction with

a controlled domain length prole

Lz (t) = Lz,0 (1 + ėt)

to keep a constant engineering strain rate of

ė = 5 × 108 s−1 ,

(11)

where

Lz,0

domain length. A Nosé-Hoover barostat is used to maintain the pressure in
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is the equilibrium

x and y directions

at

1 atm.

Stress evolution as a function of the engineering strain is recorded every

0.1 ps

during the deformation. The relationship between the tensile stress

1
s = −Pz + (Px + Py )
2

(12)

and engineering strain

e≡

Lz − Lz,0
Lz,0

(13)

is initially linear at the limit of small deformation. The slope of the stress-strain curve in
that limit is dened as the Young's modulus

ds
.
e→0 de

Y ≡ lim

(14)

In practice, linear regression is performed on the stress-strain curve for the engineering strain
range up to 0.02 to extract the slope. Results for pure PVC and dierent PVC-plasticizer
mixtures are shown in g. 13 for

300 K

which is below the

reports of the Young's modulus of pure PVC ranges from

Tg

of all cases.

1.0 GPa

to

Experimental

4.0 GPa 66,8385 .

Our

MD result falls well within this range. The agreement is excellent especially considering that
the simulation strain rate is higher than that of typical experiments, which rarely goes beyond

O(103 )s−1 .

The overall trend, i.e., the order of plasticization eciency of dierent phthalates,

is consistent with that observed in

Tg :

plasticizers become less eective as the alkyl side chain

grow. However, the eect is much more pronounced: the most eective one  DIBP with 4carbon alkyl chains  reduces the Young's modulus by nearly one third, whereas the Young's
modulus of PVC plasticized by DITP (13-carbon) is only slightly reduced compared with
pure PVC.
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Figure 14: Mean square displacement (MSD) of PVC backbone carbon atoms of pure PVC
and PVC/DIOP mixtures at 300K.

3.4 Molecular mobility
We conclude the section by inspecting the microscopic aspect of plasticization  increasing
mobility of the constituting atoms and molecules. The mean square displacement (MSD)

hr2 i(t) ≡ h~r(t + t0 ) − ~r(t0 )i2

(~
r is the atom position, t0 is the reference time origin, and

(15)

h·i denotes average over all t0

and

all atoms) of carbon atoms on the polymer backbones is plotted in g. 14 for pure PVC and
that plasticized by DIOP. Both curves start with a super-diusive regime in the short-time
limit, where the slope of
where

hr2 i

loghri vs. log t exceeds 1.

After

t ∼ O(1)ps, a clear plateau is found

increases very little over more than two decades of time scales. This is typical

of glassy liquids where atoms are dynamically arrested by their neighboring atoms, the socalled caging eect, and only localized segmental motion (the  β-process) is possible

86,87

.

(Note that occurrence of this plateau stage is not unique for polymers  it is also observed
in small-molecule supercooled liquids

88

.) Between

O(100)ps ≤ t ≤ O(1000)ps,

the curves

start to lift up again, as the cooperative motion of atoms or segments starts to allow larger
scale molecular relaxation (transition to the  α-process). The slope is initially smaller than
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1, indicative of sub-diusive dynamics. The plasticized case eventually reaches the Fickian
diusion regime where

hr2 i ∝ t

at

t & 5000ps,

whereas for the pure PVC case this occurs at

some time scale beyond reach by our simulation.
Previous studies of pure polymers
proaches

Tg

from the upper side.

87,88

have shown that the plateau emerges as

With falling

T,

T

ap-

the plateau increases in length and de-

creases in height  less MSD is observed within this dynamically arrested regime. This trend
continues as

T

drops below

Tg 88 .

Interestingly, the MSD curves of pure and plasticized PVC

almost completely overlap within both the plateau and the sub-diusive regime: i.e., adding
DIOP does not seem to aect the PVC chain motions in these time scales.

Separation only

occurs at much longer time scale as the plasticized PVC rst enters the diusive regime. Note
that

T = 300 K

(used in g. 14) is only a few degrees lower than the

Tg

of the PVC-DIOP

mixture and over 50 degrees lower than that of pure PVC (g. 12). This suggests that the
dynamics of pure and plasticized polymers are not comparable at the same non-dimensional
temperature

T /Tg .

Meanwhile, at the same

T,

the relaxation behaviors of the two cases

are nearly the same in the dynamically arrested state, suggesting that a simple free-volume
argument, that small-molecule additives create more space between chain segments, is not
sucient for explaining plasticization. Instead, adding plasticizers seems to induce an earlier onset of the cooperative motion and

α-relaxation

process. This observation poses new

questions for understanding the glass transition dynamics of plasticized polymer mixtures.
MSD is also calculated for dierent parts of the phthalate molecules in g. 15. We track
the carbon atoms on the aromatic ring for the motion of the head of the molecule and those
on the alkyl chains for the legs. MSD of the backbone of PVC in the same mixture is plotted
for comparison.

For both DIBP and DITP, all three curves show similar trends: they all

start with a super-diusive range, a plateau of dynamical arrest, a short sub-diusive range,
and eventually the diusive range at the long time limit. Not surprisingly, the PVC curve
lies below those of the plasticizer, which reects the topological constraints from the chain
length and the resulting longer relaxation time. Comparing dierent parts of the phthalate
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(a) DIBP+PVC

(b) DITP+PVC

Figure 15: Mean square displacement of carbon atoms in the head (aromatic ring) and legs
(alkyl chains) of DIBP and DITP compared with that of the PVC backbone in the same
mixture (300 K).

molecules, the aromatic ring (head) shows lower mobility than the alkyl chains (legs) in the
super-diusive, plateau, and sub-diusive regimes, which again is expected owing to its bulky
structure and the stronger polar-polar interactions of their adjacent ester groups with PVC.
Interestingly, MSD of the head surpasses that of the legs as it rises to the diusive regime
(hr

2

i ∝ t)

earlier: i.e., the long-time relaxation or diusion of phthalates is driven by the

movement of the heads, with the legs still trapped between polymer segments and other plasticizer molecules. Because of the computational cost of obtaining these MSD curves (from
MD of 150ns), we are not able to repeat these simulations with independent congurations
for error bars. However, observing the same trend in two dierent phthalate cases indicates
that it is unlikely a result of statistical noise. This observation can be explained considering
that relaxation of long alkyl chains is not much dierent from that of polymers: owing to
its exibility, the alkyl chain must explore a large number of congurational possibilities
before it is able to navigate the connement by the surrounding polymers. Diusion rate is
the other important factor (the rst one is thermodynamic compatibility examined above)
that determines the migration-resistance of plasticizers. The nding here suggests that the
constrained relaxation of non-polar side chains has important inuence on the migration
rate. It may also explain why DEHP, despite its better thermodynamic compatibility with
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PVC (g. 10), is more prone to migration loss under heat than DINP and DIDP in industrial
tests

89

. The alkyl side chains in DEHP is more branched than those in DIOP (both cases

have 8 carbon atoms in each side chain) and it is known that for the same molecular weight,
branched polymers have lower friction and thus faster relaxation than linear chains

90

. In-

tegrating theories of polymer dynamics into the prediction of plasticizer migration is one
of our future focuses.

On the other hand, however, it is unclear how slowing down the

plasticizer relaxation (for better migration resistance) might aect its plasticization ecacy.
Much future research is needed.

4

Conclusions
We report the rst systematic investigation of the performance of common phthalates as

plasticizers for PVC. A multi-step simulation protocol for preparing and equilibrating fullatom molecular models for amorphous polymer-plasticizer mixtures are thoroughly tested for
statistically robust materials property prediction. Thermodynamic compatibility of phthalate molecules with PVC and their plasticization ecacy are predicted and the results are in
agreement with all known experimental observations. For phthalates with the same alkyl side
chain conguration, increasing the length of these chains results in worse compatibility with
PVC and worse plasticization outcome. Especially, Young's modulus reduction diminishes
quickly with plasticizer size and for the largest one tested (DITP), the Young's modulus of
the mixture is fairly close to pure PVC. Comparing DEHP and DIOP, two phthalates with
the same number of carbons in the alkyl chain but dierent branching congurations, DEHP
is signicantly more compatible with PVC but their plasticization eciencies are similar.
For DEHP, having a longer (ethyl) branch closer to the ester group in the alkyl chain makes
it easier to maintain stronger polar-polar interaction with PVC.
Molecular mobility of dierent components is investigated with their MSD in the glassy
state for an extended period of time. Despite an over
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50 K

drop in

Tg ,

relaxation dynamics

of the carbon backbone of plasticized PVC in its glassy state is nearly identical to that of
pure PVC for the entire short-time regime (dynamically-arrested and sub-diusive regimes).
Plasticization is only reected in the long-time relaxation where the plasticized polymer
chains escape the dynamically-arrested stage at shorter time scales. Mobility of the plasticizers show that although the aromatic ring shows slower short-time dynamics, it escapes the
caging constraint earlier than the alkyl side chains. Design of the side chain conguration is
important for improving their migration resistance.
Implication of the study is twofold.

First, by testing the prediction reliability of our

molecular models for the most commonly used industrial plasticizers, we have established a
simulation protocol that can be used to examine newer alternative plasticizers for comprehensive performance evaluation. Second, molecular insight stemming from the comparison
between these phthalates is an important guideline for the molecular design. On the other
hand, we also recognize two important considerations in the calculation of cohesive energy
and solubility parameter of polymers.
state, which was rst studied by Choi

The rst is the ambiguity of the vacuum reference

52

but still often overlooked. The second is the non-

trivial chain-length dependence for long-chain polymers, which we report for the rst time.
A mechanism for the latter is proposed in this paper.
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